
 

Grand Final Weekend 

Preview 

After a thrilling duo of rounds, we are down to the Final Four in the Men and 

Women. We have three teams from the North-West, one from the North and three 

teams from the South along with the BTAS High Performance Women who are 

looking to return to the top of the mountain with a second state title. Glenorchy 

Men and Penguin Women enter the finals without a loss to their name, cementing 

themselves as heavy title favourites. However, the past has shown that upsets 

happen, and in a win or go home setting like this, no one is safe.  

 

Saturday 28 November – Semi Finals 

 

10 am – Women – Penguin Blues (6-0) vs KHBA Kings (3-4) 



Finishing the regular competition on top of the table, Penguin met and even 

exceeded all expectations. Their campaign has been purely dominant, showing little 

weakness over both round.  The twin tower duo of Ellie Collins and Tayla Roberts 

has proven too much for the competition so far, with the two providing Penguin 

with the scoring punch needed thus far. 

Kings have had an up and down run so far, looking like favourites after the first 

round, but dropping back to the crowd after the second. Sharna Thompson has 

proved time in and time out that she is a force to be reckoned with. However, can 

her lethal skill set take down Penguin on its own? 

 

12 noon – Women – Launceston Lightning (4-2) vs BTAS High Performance (3-4) 

The second Semi-Final will see a match up of two youthful and blistering quick 

teams. Both sides are well drilled and coached, with Tornadoes Coach Sarah Veale 

and State Head Coach Nic Martin manning the ship for their respective groups. After 

a disappointing first round, Launceston overcame the odds in the second round, 

bouncing back and jumping up to second on the ladder. Mariah Payne has been a 

headache for opposition players, coaches and fans. Shooting the roof off of the gym 

in her last bout against BTAS HP, scoring a double nickel 55 points.   

BTAS HP have impressed many so far, not only with their immense talent but with a 

smooth and structured style of play. Charli Kay has been a pleasure to watch so far, 

with an unrivalled ability to see the floor, paired with an intensity that is second to 

none. The rest of the group presents a pretty even scoring punch, with contributions 

from Ava McDonald, Zoe Banks and Coco Erin.  

 

1:45pm – Men – Burnie Tigers (5-1) vs Southern Wolves (5-1) 

Falling short over the last few years, the Burnie will be hungry to take the leap and 

win in 2021. With a near perfect 5-1 record through the competition, the Tigers are 

favoured in this one with a plethora of dominant performers such as – Joe Chilcott, 

Brad Simpson, Jacob Furphy, Eli French and Joshua Downie.  



Don’t count out the Wolves however, as they have proven that they can dominate 

any team at any time. Ole Angerstein has put on a show, with mind blowing dunks, 

blocks and post moves. While Tiri Masunda and BJ Radcliffe will use their extended 

experience to push the Wolves into the Grand Final.   

 

3:45pm – Men – Glenorchy (6-0) vs Penguin Blues (5-2) 

The last semi-final of Saturday was once thought and expected to be the Grand 

Final. However, while Glenorchy held to form, the Blues dropped two games in the 

second round. Dropping them down to 4th. 

The offence of the Spartans will be sparked through the likes of Jack Stanwix, Liam 

Smith and Phoenix Robey. Whilst Penguin is led by Jacob Richards, Joel Beveridge, 

Ben Jessup and former Perth Wildcat Mason Bragg. In their previous matchup, 

Glenorchy stole the show. With Connor Smith lighting it up with 27, and brother 

Liam dropping a solid 20. However, never doubt the heart of a champion, and over 

the last 5 years, Penguin have made winning a habit. Their experience and system 

should not me underestimated.  

 

 

Sunday 29 November – Grand Finals 

 

• 12pm – Women’s Grand Final.  

• 2:15pm – Men’s Grand Final.  


